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When Rafe Khatchadorian enters middle school, he teams up with his best
friend, "Leo the Silent," to create a game to make school more fun by trying to
break every rule in the school's code of conduct.
Traditional Chinese edition of Hush, Huah. This intriguing story of a teen who is
attracted by her lab partner, but also disturbed by him. He turns out to be a fallen
angel who was the child angel of a human and angel. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
This is the story of God whispering, “What no one wants, I cherish.” The
daughter of a mail-order bride and a busboy from San Francisco’s Chinatown,
Bonnie Gray grew up never truly feeling beautiful or beloved. As an adult, she
built her life to look pleasant and ordinary, with a wonderful husband, two
amazing boys, and a thriving career. But despite these blessings, she still felt the
tugging emptiness of a missing piece. At 39, a long-forgotten birth certificate in
an old file cabinet sparked a curiosity Bonnie couldn’t ignore. Determined to
uncover her family’s secrets and understand the home she was born into,
Bonnie embarked on a quest that would leave her forever changed. Returning to
the culture, places, and stories that shaped her, her search led her to soulshaking discoveries about her identity, human kindness and what it truly means
to belong. The profoundly moving journey of learning to embrace our true worth,
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Sweet Like Jasmine celebrates how God uses our unique and broken stories to
create a beautiful mosaic of His love, one life at a time.
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Everyone wants more time Time to work, play, give, experience - time to live. In
this powerful eye-opening book Richard Winwood shares the principles of
productivity lived by Benjamin Franklin himself and now taught to hundreds of
thousands of people through Franklin Intl. Institute, Inc. time management
seminars.
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Twelve-year-old Rosemary Bliss must use her magical baking skills to escape
when she is kidnapped by the owner of the Mostess Snack Cake Corporation.
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Simplified Chinese edition of 12 Rules for Life: An Antidote to Chaos
"In this bilingual book in English and Mandarin, as Mia, her uncle, and a hungry kitten
make their way through Chinatown to the Big Wok restaurant, they count one panda,
two lions, and other images of Chinese culture"-Traditional Chinese edition of The life changing magic of tidying up illustrated edition. It
teaches how to organize and clean, 108 KonMari (Kondo Marie) techniques illustration
book.
Take a pinch of magic and add some adventure, and you're ready to indulge in the third
delicious and hilarious story of Rosemary Bliss and her magical family, in the BLISS
BAKERY series...
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Twelve-year-old Rose Bliss and her siblings track down magical ingredients in Paris so
Rose can compete in a baking challenge against her evil aunt and win back the family's
magical cookbook. 40,000 first printing.
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Doce años de Rosemary Bliss debe utilizar sus habilidades para hornear
mágicos para escapar cuando ella es secuestrada por el propietario del SnackCake Corporación Mostess.
Simplified Chinese edition of Midnight Sun
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Christmas actually is all around...Join eleven best-selling and award-winning
authors under the mistletoe as they share bite-sized holiday romances
celebrating the joy and romcom sweetness of the season! The Christmas
Wedding Date by Shirley JumpWhen Holly McDaniels gets roped into attending
her hometown Christmas ball, she convinces her handsome neighbor, workaholic
Nick Corvino, to play the part of husband, giving the bah humbug bachelor a
taste of Christmas magic that just might lead to a very real holiday happy-everafter. Gingerbread and Jingle Bells by Caro CarsonA big-city businesswoman
answers her grandma's plea for holiday-rush help at the family bakery, only to
find herself apologizing to the small town's handsome veterinarian each time she
thwarts her grandma's matchmaking schemes--until she discovers the
mastermind behind all the romantic plans wasn't her grandma, after all. A Merry
Aussie Christmas by Stefanie LondonTheir relationship is so fake it comes with
costumes... Will spending a whole month as Patterson's Bluff's official Mr. and
Mrs. Claus give a golden girl and the town outcast a second chance at love?
Mission: Merry Christmas by Nancy NaigleA physical therapist finds her client
bah-humbugging the Christmas spirit out of everyone and decides to focus on
getting him back on the nice list. Christmas In Sweetland by Lacey BakerA
restless hometown girl strikes a deal with the uptight guy next door to win a
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neighborhood holiday decorating contest--but they'll both need a little Christmas
magic to survive missing cupcakes, broken twinkle lights and falling in love. The
Matchmaking Christmas Spirit by Lindsay EmoryAn event planner and a
handsome handyman keep getting thrown together by a matchmaking Christmas
spirit who won't stop meddling in matters of the heart. Christmas Eve at the USO
by Tif Marcelo When former college sweethearts and Army soldiers reunite at the
Dallas Airport USO during a Christmas Eve snowstorm, they try to ignore the love
they lost--until the Christmas spirit decides to play Cupid, leaving them with no
choice but to go after the love wished they still had. A Midnight Clear by Victoria
SchadeA dog sitter booked to spend the Christmas holiday caring for a client's
new puppy is surprised to discover that an approaching snowstorm has trapped
her with the handsome man of the house. Love Letters for Christmas by Sasha
SummersWhen a soldier decides it's time to meet his long-time teacher pen pal,
his visit to her classroom brings all sort of surprises--and might just give them
their greatest Christmas gift ever: love. A Snow Maiden for Christmas by Sariah
WilsonChristina and Jack were high school sweethearts until he left her behind to
follow his dreams. Now he's back and their meddling mothers are determined to
give Christina and Jack's former romance a second chance by forcing them to
play roles opposite one another in their local winter festival. A Merry Royal
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Layover by Teri WilsonWhen a veterinarian traveling to a remote European
village to volunteer at an animal shelter during the Christmas holidays gets an
unexpected first-class upgrade, she meets a charming stranger in the airport
lounge who may or may not be the country's crown prince.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the
driving forces that will help make it better.
Bite-sized MagicKatherine Tegen Books
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One skill that’s essential for any professional JavaScript developer is the ability to write
testable code. This book shows you what writing and maintaining testable JavaScript for the
client- or server-side actually entails, whether you’re creating a new application or rewriting
legacy code. From methods to reduce code complexity to unit testing, code coverage,
debugging, and automation, you’ll learn a holistic approach for writing JavaScript code that
you and your colleagues can easily fix and maintain going forward. Testing JavaScript code is
complicated. This book helps experienced JavaScript developers simply the process
considerably. Get an overview of Agile, test-driven development, and behavior-driven
development Use patterns from static languages and standards-based JavaScript to reduce
code complexity Learn the advantages of event-based architectures, including modularity,
loose coupling, and reusability Explore tools for writing and running unit tests at the functional
and application level Generate code coverage to measure the scope and effectiveness of your
tests Conduct integration, performance, and load testing, using Selenium or CasperJS Use
tools for in-browser, Node.js, mobile, and production debugging Understand what, when, and
how to automate your development processes
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